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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a minimum mean squared
error (MMSE) decision feedback equalizer (DFE) for pulse po-
sition modulated (PPM) signals in the presence of intersymbol
interference (ISI). While traditional uses of PPM may not have
had ISI, PPM is increasingly being considered for use in situations
where ISI is an issue, such as high-performance optical commu-
nication systems and ultrawideband communications. First, we
review previous work on the subject which used the zero-forcing
criterionunderstrictassumptionsaboutthechannelandequalizer
lengths. Then, we derive a computationally efﬁcient MMSE equal-
izer which removes these restrictions, and is suitable for use with
training-based stochastic gradient–descent algorithms. Finally,
we demonstrate the performance of the proposed equalizer with
simulations.
Index Terms—Decision feedback equalization (DFE), optical
communication, pulse position modulation (PPM), ultrawideband.
I. INTRODUCTION
P
ULSE-POSITION MODULATION (PPM) is a modula-
tion format that has seen considerable attention over the
past several decades, particularly in applications which require
high energy efﬁciency. Traditional uses of PPM have been in
situations with little or no intersymbol interference (ISI), and
thus, until recently, there had been little motivation to explore
equalization of such signals to the extent that equalization has
been explored for linearly modulated signals. In the 1980s and
early1990s, muchattentionwasgivento -aryPPM foritsuse
on optical and nondirected infared channels (see, for example,
[1] and references therein). More recently, PPM has been con-
sidered by the ultrawideband (UWB) community for so-called
impulse radios [2]. ISI is known to be a problem in both ap-
plications, yet the only serious studies of ISI compensation for
PPM were conducted a decade ago in the optical communica-
tions context [3], [4]. Most of the recent work on PPM in the
UWB arena employs RAKE reception, which does nothing to
combat ISI. Consequently, we take another look at equaliza-
tion for PPM, which largely extends and overcomes many of
the shortcomings of [3] and [4].
WhiletheoptimumPPMdetectorinISIisthemaximum-like-
lihood sequence estimator (MLSE) which was investigated in
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[5], its complexity is usually too high for practical implemen-
tation, and thus, suboptimal schemes are preferred in practice.
The unconstrained-length zero-forcing (ZF) decision feedback
equalizer (DFE) for PPM was derived in [3] under several sim-
plifying assumptions: The channel was monic and minimum
phase, the additive noise was ignored in the design of the equal-
izer (i.e., since it is a ZF equalizer), and the feedback portion of
the equalizer was as long as the channel (and possibly inﬁnite).
In this paper, we propose a minimum mean squared error
(MMSE) DFE for PPM signals which removes the assump-
tions placed on the previously proposed equalizer. In addition,
our proposed equalizer signiﬁcantly outperforms the previous
scheme [3] and is suitable for use with a least mean square
(LMS)-based adaptive algorithm for determining the equalizer
taps when training data is available. We show that the struc-
ture of the PPM signal has properties that contradict conven-
tional wisdom about equalization for more traditional modu-
lations like pulse amplitude modulation (PAM). For example,
in PAM systems, it is well known that a ﬁnite-length linear
equalizercannotperfectlyinvertaﬁnite-impulseresponse(FIR)
channel unless oversampling is employed [6]. By exploiting the
structure of the PPM signal, we show that critically sampled
PPM systems enable perfect linear equalization—no oversam-
pling is required.
In Section II, we present the system model and show the de-
signequationsfortheproposedMMSE-DFE.Again,weremove
several assumptions inherent in the previous work [3]—that is,
we permit nonmonic and nonminimum phase channels, we ac-
count for the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) in the de-
sign of our equalizer, and we permit the lengths of the FIR feed-
forward and feedback portions of the equalizer to be design pa-
rameters.Weshowthatamodiﬁcationtotheequalizerwhichex-
ploits properties of the PPM signal permits perfect linear equal-
ization in critically sampled PPM systems, which has the added
beneﬁt of introducing a slight computational savings. We also
show how the MMSE equalizer taps can be determined using
training-based estimation of the equalizer coefﬁcients via the
LMSalgorithm. InSectionIII, wedemonstrate theperformance
of our equalizer and compare our results to that of [3]. We show
that our proposed structure signiﬁcantly outperforms that of [3]
and is typically more computationally efﬁcient. Section IV con-
cludes the paper and presents future avenues of research.
Throughout this paper, we use to denote matrix transpose,
to denote the Kronecker product, to denote the
matrix of all ones, and to denote the matrix of all
zeros. The unit vector consisting of a 1 in the th location and
zeroeverywhereelsewillbedenoted ,andthe identity
matrixisdenoted .Foravector ,thefunction isthe
square diagonal matrix with along the diagonal.
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II. EQUALIZATION FOR PPM
A. Properties of the PPM Source Sequence
-ary PPM is an orthogonal transmission scheme where a
symbolconsistsof chips,only oneof whichis nonzero.PPM
can be thought of as a block coding scheme where informa-
tion is conveyed by the location of the nonzero sample within
the block of chips. Thus, the symbol alphabet comprises the
columns of the identity matrix . We assume that adja-
cent symbols are sent with no guard time between them, and
as in [3], we assume a discrete-time model where each chip is
sampled once. We denote the symbol transmitted at time by
. While we assume that symbols are in-
dependent identically distributed (i.i.d.), the resulting chip rate
sequence is certainly not, though it is cyclostationary with pe-
riod . Clearly, the PPM source is not zero-mean, and
. Since the vector random process
can be seen as an i.i.d. selection of columns of an identity ma-
trix, the autocorrelation and autocovariance matrices are
(1)
(2)
where we deﬁne
(3)
We use the notation to denote
a stacked symbol stream. For a stacked symbol vector of length
, then, we can use (1) to write the autocorrelation
matrix as
(4)
B. System Model
The system model for the transmitter, channel, and equal-
izer/receiver is shown in Fig. 1. The i.i.d. -ary PPM
symbols are transmitted serially through a causal linear
time-invariant FIR channel of length with impulse response
and AWGN where each sample
has variance assumed to be uncorrelated with the data. A
vector model for the length received vector at time is then
(5)
where is the stacked vector of received symbols,
is the combined length of the channel
andfeedforward equalizer, is theTœplitzchannel
convolution matrix deﬁned as , is
the serialized vector of transmitted PPM symbols, and
is the AWGN. Note that, as in [3], our receiver employs
coherent reception in the sense that it preserves the polarity of
the received signal (as opposed to simple energy detection).
Fig. 1. Block equalizer system model.
To exploit the cyclostationary source statistics, we employ a
symbol-rate block decision feedback equalizer (BDFE); a sim-
ilar structure was previously proposed in [7] in the multiple-
input–multiple-output (MIMO) context. Since this BDFE can
alternatively be thought of as a single periodically time-varying
chip rate DFE, it has equivalent computational complexity to
a traditional single scalar DFE operating at the chip rate. The
received signal is ﬁltered with a block feedforward ﬁlter
, to which we add a contribution from a block feedback
ﬁlter . Note that the input to the feedback ﬁlter
is the past decisions (i.e., the output of the decision device, de-
layed by one symbol). Thus, theinput to the decision device can
be expressed as
(6)
where is the stacked vector of symbol estimates
from the decision device.
The decision device that we employ here is the minimum Eu-
clideandistancedetector,whichsimplyamountstochoosingthe
largest element of the length received vector [8]. While we
have chosen this decision device for its simplicity and low la-
tency, we note that it is the optimal [i.e., maximum-likelihood
(ML)] PPM decision device in the AWGN channel in the ab-
sence of ISI. A DFE requires a decision device with very low
latency in the feedback path so that postcursor ISI can be sub-
tracted; however, if desired, a more sophisticated decision de-
vicecouldmaketheultimatedecisionsfurtherdownthereceiver
chain by using as input. We let denote the nonlinear
decision-making operation, so that the decision device output
can be written as
where the function is deﬁned as
(7)
with being the index of the largest element in .
It is worth pointing out that the “BDFE-compare” struc-
ture proposed in [3] can be cast as a special case of our
structure, with the following parameter choices: ,
, , and
. This is the (nonunique) ZF DFE,
which also required the assumptions of a monic and minimum
phase channel. Under the assumption of perfect feedback, theThis article has been accepted for inclusion in a future issue of this journal. Content is final as presented, with the exception of pagination.
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equalizer will completely remove the ISI in this case, leaving
only a ﬁltered noise term. Several additional structures were
considered in [3] which involve feedback of tentative chip
decisions, but these structures are not considered in our paper.
C. Modiﬁed MMSE Equalizer
We now investigate a particular choice of equalizer coefﬁ-
cients that minimize the MSE. We could proceed in a straight-
forwardmannerbyﬁndingthechoiceof and thatminimizes
the MSE between the equalizer output and the transmitted sym-
bols
for some combined channel/equalizer symbol delay chosen
by the system designer. However, this MSE criterion is stricter
than it needs to be. Since the decision device is invariant to di-
rectcurrent(dc)offsets(i.e.,addingsomeconstanttoallchipsof
a particular symbol), we are willing to accept an equalizer that
introduces arbitrary dc offsets to a given symbol if it reduces
the number of parameters in the equalizer. Because of this extra
degree of freedom, we can reformulate the MSE criterion in a
space of reduced dimension so that the equalizer operates only
in the relevant subspace. To do this, we will consider a slight
change to the equalizer structure in Fig. 1 and an alternate ex-
pression for MSE that enables us to exploit the structure of the
PPM signal, thereby reaping a complexity reduction. First, we
introduce three lemmas which serve to motivate our modiﬁed
equalizer structure.
Lemma 1 [Properties of ]: The PPM minimum Eu-
clidean distance detector function deﬁned in (7) satisﬁes
for deﬁned in (3) and any .
Proof: See Appendix I.
Lemma 2 (Properties of ): The matrix deﬁned in (3)
is idempotent, symmetric, positive semideﬁnite, and has rank
.
Proof: See Appendix II.
Lemma 3 (Modiﬁed Cholesky Decomposition): For any
square symmetric positive–semideﬁnite matrix ,
there exists a rectangular upper triangular matrix
with strictly positive diagonal elements such that
where is the rank of .
Proof: See Appendix III.
Thus, according the Lemma 1, we could modify the orig-
inal structure in Fig. 1 by inserting a block that premultiplies
with just before the decision device, and this change
would have no effect on the output of the decision device. From
Lemmas 2 and 3, admits a factorization , where
. Note that an explicit expression for is
provided in Appendix IV. Thus, we could alternatively modify
Fig. 1 by absorbing into the equalizer coefﬁcients and
, and then inserting a block that premultiplies with
just before the decision device. This modiﬁed equalizer system
Fig. 2. Modiﬁed block equalizer system model.
model is shown in Fig. 2, where now the dimensions of the
equalizers reduce to and , the
dimension of the equalizer output reduces to ,
and the decision device output becomes .
Note that we incur a slight computational savings by reducing
the number of equalizer taps by a factor of .
Itisworthconsideringthegeometricinterpretationofthepro-
jection via and . As we noted previously, a PPM signal
has nonzero mean. By simple coordinate translation of a PPM
signal set (i.e., by subtracting the mean from each chip), we ar-
rive at a new signal set which is the so-called transorthogonal
or simplex set [8]. This is precisely the role of , which is
apparent from the deﬁnition in (3); that is, projects a PPM
signal set into a corresponding simplex signal set via coordi-
nate translation. Translation of the origin does not affect the Eu-
clidean distance properties of the signal set, nor does premulti-
plicationwith aswehaveseenfromLemma1.Itisalsowell
known that the dimensionality of an -ary simplex signal set
is [8]; that is, through appropriate choice of coordinate
system, an -ary simplex signal set can be represented with
just chips. Furthermore, an -ary PPM signal set can
be projected into an -ary simplex set represented by
chips, with identical Euclidean distance properties; this is the
role of . Finally, we note that projection via is invariant
to dc offsets, so for some vector and some scalar
which can be provedby using the deﬁnition of and showing
that . Thus, by absorbing into the equal-
izer coefﬁcients, the equalizer output is of re-
duced dimension, is Euclidean distance preserving, and is in-
variant to dc shifts at the equalizer input. We reemphasize that
this modiﬁcation to the equalizer structure does not effect the
input–output relationships as seen from the preceding lemmas.
D. Calculation of the MMSE Coefﬁcients
We can now ﬁnd the equalizer coefﬁcients that minimize the
MSE given by
(8)
where we note that the appearance of in the MSE equation
serves to project the source signal into the space of reduced di-
mension so that it is compatible with the equalizer output .
Before proceeding, we make the following assumptions about
the lengths of the channel and equalizers which serve to sim-
plify the notation:
• is a multiple of ;
• ;This article has been accepted for inclusion in a future issue of this journal. Content is final as presented, with the exception of pagination.
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• is a multiple of .
By artiﬁcially appending zeros to , thus increasing , theﬁrst
two assumptions can be trivially satisﬁed without loss of gener-
ality for any set of system parameters. The third assumption is
reasonable since it effectively requires feedback of whole sym-
bols.
Next, we make several deﬁnitions to aid our development
of the MMSE equalizer coefﬁcients. Again, in addition to the
equalizer lengths and , the MMSE equalizer accepts one
other design parameter , which represents the desired symbol
delay through the channel/equalizer chain. By deﬁning
(9)
where , we can express the delayed symbol
vector in terms of the source symbol stream as
(10)
Substituting (5), (6), and (10) into (8), we can expand the MSE
as
where we deﬁne
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
Under the AWGN assumption, we have .
Under the assumption of correct feedback, we have that
or, alternatively
(15)
where the matrix
(16)
selects the appropriate elements of to construct .
From (4) and (15), the correlation matrices can be rewritten
as
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
where we see that all the correlation matrices can be expressed
in terms of appropriately sized deﬁned in (4). Incidentally,
we note that the assumption of correct feedback only enters the
MMSE development in the deﬁnition of in (18) or (19).
To ﬁnd the optimal feedforward and feedback ﬁlters, we set the
gradient of the MSE to zero. First, we will ﬁnd the feedback
taps (in terms of the feedforward taps), and then we will ﬁnd
the feedforward taps. Taking the derivative with respect to ,
setting to zero, and solving for gives
(22)
Solving this expression for (i.e., the choice of that mini-
mizes the MSE) requires inversion of , which we will show
to have nullity . However, the linear system (22)
is consistent since the right-hand side of the equation is in the
column space of . Thus, (22) is an underdetermined system
withaninﬁnitenumberofsolutions.Thesepointsaremadeclear
in the following two lemmas.
Lemma4[SingularValueDecomposition(SVD)of ]: For
a length stream of chips consisting of symbols, the
symmetric autocorrelation matrix deﬁned in (4) has sin-
gular value decomposition given by , where
and
Proof: Recall that is the factorization of
and is deﬁned iden-
tically with appropriate size. Clearly, is diagonal. All that
remains to be shown is that is orthogonal and that
, which follow from the deﬁnitions.
Lemma 5 [On the Solvability of (22)]: The linear system
(23)
has an inﬁnite number of solutions for any .This article has been accepted for inclusion in a future issue of this journal. Content is final as presented, with the exception of pagination.
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Proof: Since is rank deﬁcient, we only need to show
that this system is consistent. By substituting (18) and (20), the
system assumes the form of the normal equations, which are
known to be consistent [9].
Consequently, we have ﬂexibility in our choice of , and we
now consider two such choices. One possibility is to ﬁnd a so-
lution that attempts to reduce the effects of error propagation.
As discussed in [10], large taps in the feedback portion of DFEs
have a tendency to enhance the effects of error propagation. A
sensibleapproach,then,mightbetousetheminimumEuclidean
norm solution of , which is found easily by multiplying both
sides of (22) with the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse of .
Thissolutionmaygiveasmallperformanceimprovementinen-
vironmentswithsigniﬁcantsymbolerrors.Alternatively,wecan
make another choice of which incurs a computational sav-
ings,byconstrainingentirerowsof tobezero.Thisapproach
was explored in [11], where it was shown that of the
rows in can be set to zero.
We deﬁne to be the matrix 1-inverse1 of , chosen by
the system designer to minimize the norm (in which case, it is
the Moore–Penrose inverse), to zero rows in , or perhaps to
satisfy some other criterion. Thus, we write
(24)
Now, to calculate the feedforward taps, we proceed by taking
the derivative of the MSE with respect to , substituting ,
and setting to zero to give
(25)
where
In summary, then, the MMSE equalizer taps for the equalizer
structure in Fig. 2 are found by ﬁrst solving for the feedforward
taps via (25) and then the feedback taps via (24).
E. Conditions for Perfect Feedforward Equalization
We now consider the conditions that permit a feedforward
equalizer to perfectly remove the ISI. For more traditional mod-
ulations like PAM, it is well known that a ﬁnite-length linear
equalizer cannot perfectly invert an FIR channel unless over-
sampling is employed. It is perhaps a bit surprising that, even
without oversampling, all ISI can be removed in PPM systems
with only a ﬁnite-length feedforward ﬁlter. We assume in this
section that there is no feedback equalizer (or, alternatively,
), no noise, and therefore, perfect equalization arises
1An n ￿ m matrix A A A is a 1-inverse of an m ￿ n matrix A A A for which
AA AA AA A A A = A A A.
when the MSE is exactly zero. With no noise and no feedback
section, the MSE reduces to
FromLemma4,thenullityof is ,and
from Lemma 3, there exists a decomposition ,
where . Letting
the MSE becomes
where denotes the Frobenius norm. The condition for
perfect equalization is that the MSE is zero or
(26)
Fortheexistenceofanexactsolutionof forthislinearsystem,
mustbetallandfullrank,leadingtothe
following two conditions for perfect equalization.
1) Equalizer length condition:F o r to satisfy (26) for arbi-
trary , must be a tall matrix. Hence, it is required that
(27)
2) Channel disparity condition:F o r to satisfy (26) for ar-
bitrary , must have full column rank.
Thus, even in the absence of a feedback portion, our equalizer
structure can succeed in perfectly equalizing the channel, so
long as the length and disparity conditions are satisﬁed. While
(27) can be used to provide the system designer some guide-
lines in selecting the length of the feedforward equalizer, it is
by no means a necessary condition for adequate system per-
formance, particularly when a feedback portion is in use. The
channel disparity condition is similar to that required in frac-
tionally spaced PAM systems [12], though ﬁnding an analogous
interpretation that imposes conditions on “common subchannel
roots” does not seem feasible. Nevertheless, we conjecture that
the class of channels satisfying the disparity condition is quite
large, and again, it is not a necessary condition for adequate
system performance.
F. Adaptive Implementation via LMS
Up to now, we have assumed that the receiver has knowledge
of the channel impulse response. Even with perfect knowledge
of thechannel impulseresponse, however,solving(24) and (25)
incurs a considerable computational penalty. Fortunately, our
equalizer structure is quite suitable for use with stochastic gra-
dient–descentalgorithms,suchasLMS,toadaptivelydetermine
theMMSEequalizercoefﬁcientswhentrainingdataisavailable.
The LMS algorithm is a stochastic gradient–descent algorithm
which uses the instantaneous gradient [13] of the MSE as anThis article has been accepted for inclusion in a future issue of this journal. Content is final as presented, with the exception of pagination.
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estimate for the true gradient (i.e., by ignoring the expectation
operator).
Taking the instantaneous derivative of (8) results in the ma-
trices
which results in the LMS update equations as
(28)
where and are small positive step sizes which serve to
average out the noise in the gradient estimate, and the presence
of in the error term implies the availability of training
data. When training data is unavailable, we can feed back the
output of the decision device instead, arriving at the deci-
sion-directed DD-LMS update equation for the block equalizer;
this is accomplished by simply replacing with in
the equation for the error term (28).
Werecall that is noninvertible,and consequently,theop-
timal feedback ﬁlter can assume an inﬁnite number of possi-
bilities. While this is really only a concern for direct calcula-
tion of the MMSE equalizer taps via (24) and (25), it does have
implications in the adaptive implementation. In Section II-D,
we hinted at a possible choice of that involved constraining
someof therows tozero[11].Duringadaptation withLMS,this
constraint can be imposed quite simply, as well, to beneﬁt from
the computational savings it provides. Without a constraint, the
system is underdetermined and will wander through the
subspace of allowable MMSE solutions.
From an error propagation perspective, however, it could be
preferable not to impose a constraint during LMS adaptation.
While the choice of constraint has no affect on the performance
of the DFE in the absence of decision errors, some constraints
may be better than others in the presence of decision errors. It
was reported in [14] that the MMSE adaptation mechanism in
the presence of error propagation can ﬁnd a better answer than
the solution computed in the absence of decision errors. Thus,
it may be preferable not to impose any constraint at all, and
instead rely on the LMS algorithm to ﬁnd the best solution in
the presence of decision errors. Extensive simulation, however,
has not shown any observable difference among the different
contraints (or lack thereof) in terms of error rate or convergence
speed.
Finally, we point out that DD algorithms are notoriously sen-
sitive to initialization. Thus, in the absence of training data, it is
by no means a guarantee that the DD-LMS algorithm will con-
vergetotheMMSEsolution.However,thesamestructureofthe
PPM signal which we have exploited here in the equalization
context permits subspace-based blind channel estimation for
PPM without oversampling, so long as the same channel length
and disparity conditions given in Section II-E are satisﬁed [15].
Such blind subspace-based estimation schemes require perfect
knowledge of the channel length, however, and incur a severe
TABLE I
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF EQUALIZERS
performance penalty in the presence of channel overmodeling.
While it may be possible to develop alternative blind adaptive
gradient–descent algorithms with better convergence properties
than DD-LMS, and without the overmodeling problems of sub-
space-based estimators, preliminary attempts [11] suggest that
traditionalblindalgorithmsliketheconstantmodulusalgorithm
(CMA) or vector-CMA are not suitable for use with PPM sig-
nals.
III. SIMULATIONS AND NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
A. Computational Complexity of Equalizer
As computational complexity is typically dominated by mul-
tiplication operations, we consider the number of multiplies re-
quired to equalize one PPM symbol with three equalizer struc-
tures: a traditional scalar equalizer, the previously proposed ZF
scheme [3], and the newly proposed MMSE-DFE. For com-
parison, we ﬁrst consider a traditional scalar equalizer, where
multiplies are required per chip, thus
multiplies are required per symbol. In the block ZF scheme of
[3], the block equalizer also requires multipli-
cations for one symbol; however, the equalizer lengths are not
design parameters, but are dependent on the alphabet size and
channel length, i.e., and , thus requiring
multiplications.
The equalizers in the BDFE proposed in this paper are of re-
duced size, i.e., and . Thus,
equalization of a symbol with the proposed equalizer requires
multiplications before accounting for sub-
sequentmultiplicationby ,asshowninFig.2.Wenotefrom
Appendix IV that is lower triangular, only has two unique
values per column, and that the last column only has one unique
value; thus, it requires multiplications. Further
computational savings can be obtained by constraining rows of
to be zero, as discussed in Section II-D. The computational
complexity of each scheme is presented in Table I. We observe
that for very short equalizer and channel lengths, the various
structures all have roughly the same complexity. As , ,
and grow large, however, the proposed structure has slightly
less complexity by roughly the factor .
B. Equalizer Performance Comparison With [3]
Here, we consider the same simulation setup as was per-
formed in [3]. That is, , , and the noise
is AWGN. We are forced to consider channels that are monicThis article has been accepted for inclusion in a future issue of this journal. Content is final as presented, with the exception of pagination.
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Fig. 3. Convergence of LMS equalizer to MMSE solution at 8-dB SNR.
and minimum phase to permit comparison of our scheme with
that of [3], and this simple channel from [3] falls into this class.
In addition, while this channel seems a bit unrealistic, it has
roots on the unit circle, which is a situation known to pose
problems in equalization. For the proposed MMSE equalizer,
we chose , , and . The proposed equalizer
was trained with LMS with , and given 1000
symbols of random training data before calculating the symbol
error rate. While 1000 training symbols may seem excessively
large, we note that the LMS algorithm typically converges in
much shorter time, and such a large number of samples was
chosen only as a matter of practicality to ensure algorithm con-
vergence before the symbol error rate calculation. An example
of LMS convergence is shown in Fig. 3 for an signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of 8 dB. The ZF equalizer in [3], on the other
hand, was given full “genie-aided” channel knowledge. The
results are shown in Fig. 4 and the proposed MMSE equalizer
demonstrates approximately a 4.5-dB performance gain over
the ZF BDFE-compare scheme [3], even at high SNR. While
several alternate equalizer structures were proposed in [3],
the so-called BDFE-compare is the closest to our structure.
The BDFE-ML scheme, which our proposed structure also
outperforms, was the best performing equalizer among those
presented in [3], as it substitutes a (considerably more complex)
ML decision device for the simple Euclidean distance detector
but uses the same equalizer coefﬁcients as the BDFE-compare.
As mentioned in the introduction, the optimal detector is the
pure MLSE; the symbol error probability of the MLSE is
well-approximated at high SNR by [16]
where is the Gaussian -function, and the minimum Eu-
clidean distance is for this channel [3]. This bound
is also plotted in Fig. 4 for comparison.
Typically, ZF equalizers have similar performance to MMSE
equalizers in an ISI-dominated regime where the SNR is high.
However,thisisnotthecaseherebecauseourproposedstructure
Fig. 4. Comparison of ZF and MMSE bit error rate with M = 2.
is fundamentally different in the way we perform the feedfor-
ward equalization. In the scheme of [3], the feedfoward equal-
izer will always be a square lower triangular Tœplitz matrix,
so the th chip of each symbol effectively has no feedforward
equalization—only a gain. Since our proposed scheme does not
impose this structure, it has a better ability to suppress ISI in
addition to havingless noise enhancement. We observed similar
performance gains at , with the proposed MMSE-DFE
again outperforming the ZF BDFE-compare by approximately
4.5 dB.
C. Performance on Random Channels With
Next, we consider the performance of the equalizers on
random channels for the case where . We chose the
channels to have length and generated a set of 100
random channels where each of the 12 channel taps are chosen
to be i.i.d. standard Gaussian random variables. The parameters
for the proposed MMSE-DFE were chosen to be ,
, and . For these simulations, no LMS adaptation
was used and the MMSE equalizer coefﬁcients were calculated
with full channel knowledge. The results are shown in Fig. 5,
where we see from the error rate that the ZF BDFE-compare of
[3] did not succeed in equalizing the channels. The authors in
[3] claim that the ZF BDFE is not intended for nonminimum
phasechannels, and indeed thisis evident from theperformance
in Fig. 5. Since the ZF BDFE feedforward section effectively
inverts the leading channel coefﬁcient, relying on the feedback
section to subtract all the interference, the noise becomes
ampliﬁed immensely in situations where the ﬁrst channel tap
is small.
A performance comparison on nonminimum phase channels
is not completely fair since it employs the ZF BDFE in a situa-
tion for which it was not designed. Consequently, we repeated
the exact same experiment, but with one modiﬁcation. Taking
the same set of 100 channels, we ﬁrst reﬂected all of their roots
to be inside the unit circle, resulting in a set of minimum phase
channels with unchanged frequency response. The performance
onthismodiﬁedsetofchannelsisshowninFig.6,whereweseeThis article has been accepted for inclusion in a future issue of this journal. Content is final as presented, with the exception of pagination.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of proposed MMSE-DFE with ZF BDFE on random chan-
nels with M = 8.
Fig. 6. Comparison of proposed MMSE-DFE with ZF BDFE on minimum
phase random channels with M =8 .
that the proposed MMSE equalizer again demonstrates approx-
imately a 4.5-dB performance gain over the ZF BDFE-compare
scheme.
IV. CONCLUSION
Now that more than a decade has passed since the ﬁrst look
at equalization for PPM [3], we have taken a second look at
the topic. We have proposed an MMSE-DFE that signiﬁcantly
outperforms the previous works, that does not require strict as-
sumptions about the channel, that typically involves less com-
putational complexity, and that lends itself to adaptive calcu-
lation of the equalizer coefﬁcients via LMS. While this work
has treated PPM, we note that the extension to the general class
of orthogonal modulations is quite straightforward [11]. Future
workcouldconsiderthedevelopmentofstochasticgradient–de-
scent algorithms for blind equalization of PPM, as such algo-
rithms are often preferred in practice since they do not suffer
from the overmodeling problems of blind subspace estimators
[15]. As far as we know, the existence of such an algorithm for
PPM that exhibits global convergence is an outstanding open
problem.
APPENDIX I
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
Proof: Thedecisiondeviceamountstosimplychoosingthe
index of the largest element of the input vector. Consequently,
the decision device is unaffected by the addition of a constant
to all elements of the input vector. Thus, for any scalar
Note that this is true when is any scalar—even one
that is a function of . Consider the particular choice
, so that equals the negated average of
the elements of . For this choice
Thus, premultiplication of the decision device input by has
no effect on the decision device output.
APPENDIX II
PROOF OF LEMMA 2
Proof: To see that is idempotent
As for symmetry, it is easy to see that . It is well
knownthattheeigenvaluesofanidempotentmatrixcanonlyas-
sumevalueszeroorone[17],thusthematrixispositivesemidef-
inite. The trace of a matrix equals the sum of its eigenvalues and
thetraceof is .Thus,thematrix has eigen-
values that are 1, one eigenvalue that is 0, and hence, it has rank
.
APPENDIX III
PROOF OF LEMMA 3
Proof: Note that this proof is valid for any square sym-
metric positive–semideﬁnite matrix, which includes our partic-
ular choice in (3). The Cholesky decomposition is typi-
cally only deﬁned for strictly positive–deﬁnite matrices [18],
and here, we extend the deﬁnition to positive–semideﬁnite ma-
trices.Since issymmetricandpositivesemideﬁnite,thesin-
gular value decomposition can be written as
where is a diagonal matrix containing the nonnegative sin-
gular values, assumed to be in decreasing order. Then, can be
written as where is the extraction of the
ﬁrst rows of . Note that the remaining rows of
are all zeros and are thrown out. Next, let and be
the -decomposition of deﬁned as
(29)This article has been accepted for inclusion in a future issue of this journal. Content is final as presented, with the exception of pagination.
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where is orthogonal and is upper
triangular. Summarizing this development, then
where is upper triangular and of appropriate dimension.
APPENDIX IV
EXPLICIT EXPRESSION FOR
First, we note that, for
which satisﬁes and is trivially upper triangular.
For , has the recursive deﬁnition
which, through induction, can be shown to be upper triangular
and to satisfy .
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